
DRAFT RESOTUTION FOR THE MATERIATS INNOVATION AND RECYCTING AUTHORIW BOARD OF

DIRECTORS

REGARDING REFURBISHMENT OF THE CONNECTICUT SOLID WASTE SYSTEM

Whereas, Public Acf 14-94 authorized the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection

("DEEP"), in consultation with the Materials k¡rovation and Recycling Authority (the "Authority") to

issue a request for proposals for the purpose of redeveloping the Connecticut Solid Waste System

("CSV/S") which proposals shall not include the provision of waste collection or transportation services;

and

Whereas, Public Act 14-94 fuither provided that DEEP may select not more than three respondents who

may each, but whom ultimately did not, conduct feasibility studies with the cooperation of the Authority

("Project Due Diligence"); and

Whereas, Public Act 14-94 further provided that DEEP may select one final proposal and direct the

Authority to enter into an agreement with the applicable respondent providing for the redevelopment of
the CSWS; and

Whereas, on December 31,2077 DEEP selected the Sacyr Rooney Recovery Team, LLC ("SRRT") as

the final proposal and directed the Authority to enter into discussions with SRRT and negotiate a

Comprehensive Development Agreement by August 31, 2018 providing for the redevelopment of the

CSWS; and

Whereas, Section 22a-268of the Connecticut General Statutes authorizes the Authority to enter into long

term contracts with the private sector for the performance of its functions ptoy.dcd that the Authority

retain overall supervision and control of the business, design, operating, management, transportation,

marketing, planning and research and development functions to be carried out by the private sector

("CSWS Governance"); and

Whereas, Section 22a-268 further provides that i) the Authority, in its discretion, may select the type of
contract it deems most prudent to utilize, ii) that the terms and conditions of the Authority's private

contracts shall be determined by the Authority, and iii) that the Authority's private contracts shall not be

subject to the approval ofany other state department, office or agency; and

Whereas, in order for MIRA to meet its statutory obligations with respect to CSWS Governance, to

establish reasonable tip fees and to return surplus funds to CSWS participating municipalities, it is
necessary for MIRA to maintain authority over CSWS and the disposition of CSWS revenue; and

Whereas, the SRRT proposal and expectations for a Comprehensive Development Agreement are

inconsistent with MIRA expectations gleaned from the Resource Rediscovery RFP and its associated

contract principles particularly with respect to revenue guarantees, maintaining CSWS as a public facility,

achieving environmental benefits, payments to MIRA, establishing firm tip fees, project security, risk

allocation and Payments ln Lieu of Taxes as further described on Exhibit A attached hereto; and



Whereas, the Authority and SRRT have actively engaged in lengthy negotiations regarding these issues,

but have been unable to date to reach agÍeement; and

Whereas, the Authority's financial consultant has reviewed the SRRT proposed project structure, and has

advised this Board, that it represents significant risk to MIRA, the project and its participating

municipalities and other customers; and

Whereas, the Authority's solid waste consultant has reviewed SRRT's proposed project technology,

offtake products and structure, and has advised this Board regarding the project's reliance on markets not

yet developed or approved for use in Connecticut; and

Whereas, the Authority's General Counsel has reviewed the SRRT proposed project structure, and has

advised this Board that it is not consistent with the Connecticut General Statutes empowering the

Authority, including those referenced above, and consequently, not executable by the Authority; and

'Whereas, at its November 14, 2018 board meeting, this Board reviewed and endorsed MIRA's
presentation (the "Position Paper") attached hereto as Exhibit B setting forth the core requirements

necessary for MIRA's agreement to proceed with SRRT's proposed CSWS redevelopment, which

Position Paper was subsequently shared with SRRT and DEEP, and which Position Paper was further

modified and condensed into a short form memorandum of understanding dated February 20, 2019 and

shared with SRRT and DEEP on February 22,201.9 (the "Short Form MOU") also attached hereto as

Exhibit B; and

'Whereas, while the Authority remains committed to further discussion and negotiation with SRRT

regarding the re-development of CSWS and the addition of diversion technology, this Board is

discouraged by the lack ofprogress on key issues; and

'Whereas, in May 2017, MIRA engaged HDR Engineering, Inc., to review and evaluate the condition of
the CSWS Resources Recovery Facility (the "RlUì") equipment, structures, and performance history,

prepare a report (the "Facility Assessment Report") on its findings, and recommend improvements,

repairs and refurbishments necessary or advisable for successful operation and maintenance of the RRF

for another twenty years; and

Whereas, the Authority is increasingly concerned about the age and condition of the RRF, and, in light of
recent events highlighting insufficient reasonable transportation and disposal alternatives, believes that

further delays in RRF renovation will result in an unacceptable increase in risk to MIRA and to CSWS

municipalities;

NOW THEREFORE, it is

RESOLVED: That the Authority, with the assistance of its financial advisors and counsels, shall

expeditiously begin identiffing, evaluating, and pursuing options for borrowing funds required to restore

the RRF as contemplated by the Facility Assessment Report, and commence efforts to engage the support

of municipalities as may be required to obtain such financing; and

FURTHER RESOLVED: That the Authority's negotiating team is directed to continue its efforts to

negotiate with SRRT a project structure that 1) meets all MIRA statutory requirements; 2) provides for



the restoration of the RRF as soon as reasonably possible; and 3) incentivizes maximum use of SRRT's

diversion technology in accordance with State goals and objectives, all substantially in accordance with

the advice presented by MIRA's general counsel, financial consultant, and solid waste consultant at

MIRA's December 12,2018 Regular Board Meeting and reflected in the Position Paper and Short Form

MOU.



EXHIBIT A - Illustrative & Maior Examples of SRRT's sienificant deviations from RFP
March 6.2019

SUMMARY

Revenue Guarantees - The Resource Rediscovery RFP explicitly did not provide for revenue

guarantees to any proposed project. However, SRRT's proposal took exception to this and required

MIRA to guarantee tip fee revenue to its proposed project. MIRA has taken the position that it
agrees, und it. consultants agree, such revenue guarantees are required. MIRA has further taken the

position that its proposed project structure represents the best chance to secure such guarantees.

SRRT has waffled on this since the comlnencement of negotiations and is currently taking the same

position it took when originally submitting its proposal.

Public Facility - The Resource Rediscovery RFP explicitly provided that the CSWS would remain a

public facility with enforceable flow control, before and after the expiration of MIRA's Tier I MSAs

òn June 30, 2027, and that MIRA would continue to grant and administer access to the CSWS

through its service contracting activities. However, SRRT's proposal includes onerous provisions

inhibiting MIRA's ability to grant and administer access including subjecting MIRA to the directives

of its contractor in the administration of existing contracts and preventing MIRA from entering new

contracts. Under SRRT's proposal, the CSV/S ceases to be a public facility with enforceable flow

control.

Environmental Benefits - The Resource Rediscovery RFP and SRRT's original proposal

represented significant environmental benefits to the State and Hartford including achieving the

State's 60% diversion goal and reducing combustion at the resource recovery facility. Currently,

SRRT does not envision reaching the 600/o diversion goal and intends to maximize permitted

combustion at the resource recovery facility.

Payments to MIRA - The Resource Rediscovery RFP provided that the selected respondent would
pay MIRA a share of gross revenue that was not contingent on the respondent first earning a return

onequity. The SRRT proposal includes this contingency. SRRT is requiring that it first earn the rate

of retum indicated in its proposal before revenue sharing. Resource Rediscovery also provided for

additional payments to MIRA not included in SRRT's current term sheet.

Tip Fees - The Resource Rediscovery RFP provided for payment of a firm schedule of tip fees. This

schedule has not been provided and SRRT indicates it requires provision for adjustment of the tip fee

not contemplated in Resource Rediscovery.

Project Security - The Resource Rediscovery RFP provided for letters of credit, parent guarantees

and bonds to back construction and performance. The SRRT proposal is not complying with these

requirements.

Risk - The SRRT proposal obligates MIRA to pay 80% of outstanding debt on the project in the

event SRRT defaults. This was not contemplated in the Resource Rediscovery RFP.

Hartford PILOT - The SRRT proposal subjects payment of Hartford's PILOT to MIRA's
performance in terms of waste delivery and other contingencies. This was not contemplated in the

Resource Rediscovery RFP.
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EXIIIBIT A - Illustrative & Maior Examples of SRRT's sisnificant deviations from RFP
March 6.2019

SUPPORTING REFERENCES

1. Revenue Guaranty. The RFP and interpretative questions indicated that there would bb

no "put orpat'', MSV/ or revenue guarantees. July 73,2017, Q. I & 4. The only
commitment would be the existing MSAs, as extended by MIRA. July 13, 2017, Q.4,
RFP Phase II, App.K, 1.2.

a. SRRT states on page 1078 of its July 31,2017 proposal that"As wrítten, the

orígínal provísíon does not allow the contrøctor to rely upon øny quøntíty of
MSIY or Recycløbles comíng to the Facílìty for processíng. Thís greøþ
dímíníshes the øbílíty of the Contrøctor to obtaín frnancíng for the project". To
resolve this, the SRRT proposal requests the following language be added to the

contract principles "To the extent the termínatíon or amendtnent of any MSA
decreases the Típpíng Fees payable to Contrøctor hereunder, MIRA shall (ø)

make sufficíent pøyment to the Contractor to offset the decreased revenue; (b)

øwønge for new sources of Acceptøble MSIY and./or Acceptøble Recyclables

such thøt the Tìppíng Fees from the same olfset the decreased revenue; or (c)

throagh ø combínøtíon of the øctíons contempløted ín (a) and þ) hereoJi, olfset
Contractor's decreased revenue attributøble to sach termínatíon or
s.mendmen¿' MIRA has essentially agreed with SRRT that this project is not
feasible without waste commitments, as have the industry experts MIRA had

review the proposal. From the onset of its negotiations, in addition to statutory

compliance, MIRA has sought to structure a project that preserves municipal
stakeholder interests as it believes that represents the best chance to secure the

waste commitments everyone appears to agree are essential to the success of this
project. SRRT has intermittently taken this request off the table and put it back

on in various forms. The result of this is a proposal that represents the full
pnvatízation of the CSV/S, with revenues and a return on equity guaranteed by
MIRA and its municipal customers, which is not acceptable.

b. MIRA offered to guaranty a minimum of 550,000 tons of would waste and 75,000

tons of recyclables subject to its project structure. The terms of which must be

negotiated.
c. SRRT has indicated during negotiations that it needs a gaaranty in the form of a

"put or pay''. In SRRT's most recent redline to MIRA's revised terms (dated

February 28,2019), SRRT states that "MIRA must compensate SRRT for the

revenue impact if it fails to enforce the MIRA Disposal contracts." Further if any

MSA is terminated or amended a decrease in the tipping fee results, SRRT

indicates that MIRA must offset the decrease in revenue and calls it "a critical
financing point both for debt and equity." This February 28,2019 request is the

same request originally made on July 31,2017 which MIRA has been attempting

to address since the commencement of negotiations.
d. POINT: Put or pays is a significant deviation from the RFP documents. It

changes the project structure, which MIRA has recognized and has attempted to

address through its revised terms.
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2. Public Facility, Flow Control & Role of MIRA in MSA contracting
a. Throughout the RFP it was contemplated that the entire system would be owned

by MIRA and operated as a public project, with MIRA having a continuing role to
contract with the towns and haulers independently, set terms in the MSWs and to

insure flow control.
b. Appendix F states that the Proposer shall provide a plan that "[r]eflects MIRA's

continuing role in securing municipal contracts (intended to be under Tier 1

MSAs that include a flow control provision), for the provision of Acceptable
MSW and Acceptable Recyclables as feedstocks" for the term.

c. Appendix Kl.2 states: ooMIRA agrees to administer and enforce the MSAs and to
continue to aggregate sources of [MSW and recyclables] for disposal at the
Facility."

d. Appendix K 1.3 states: "If MIRA enters into, amends or terminates a Municipal
Service Agreement at any time or from time to time, any MSA expires without
renewal, MIRA shall promptly notify the Contractor."

e. RFP Q&4, July 13,2017, Q.4: "MIRA has favorable existing relationships with
its municipal customers, and expects to renew these contracts when they expire,
which will provide continued flow of these tons into MIRA's CS'WS. MIRA
believes, and expects the Proposer will agree, that such a'flow control' provision
is of significant value to the CSWS, and likewise to the Proposer. MIRA will
dedicate staff who will source and contract municipalities and work with private
haulers to solicit Acceptable MSW and Acceptable Recyclables. MIRA will also

monitor the marketplace for public requests for solid waste services and will
periodically meet with the Contractor to discuss expanding the customer base."

f. POINTS:
i. In the revised term sheet, SRRT claims that RFP did not contemplate

MIRA being involved after the expiration of the initial MSA terms and

that SRRT would contract directly with municipalities. The RFP terms do

not support this position and is a significant deviation.
ii. SRRT position privatizes the facility.
iii. Facility will not benefit from flow control and the revenue savings to the

municipalities.
iv. SRRT has indicated that it expects that it will contract directly, expand

capacity to over 1,000,000 tons (RFP indicated the planned capacity
698,063 tpy/permitted capacity is 888,888 tpy) and accept out of state

waste, potentially sacrificing capacity for instate waste.

v. None of SRRT's terms are within the RFP. For the facility to maintain its
public" status and for flow control to benefit the municipalities, SRRT's

proposal is a significant deviation from the RFP.

vi. SRRT proposes that MIRA is just an agent of SRRT, a pass-through for
purposes of contracting with the municipalities and MIRA cannot make
any changes absent SRRT's approval but that SRRT can force MIRA to
make changes it needs. SRRT's proposal is a significant deviation from
the RFP.
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3. Other Deviations:
a. Diversion. The RFP called for 600/o diversion of waste; SRRT indicated it cannot

achieve this diversion rate and now calculates an approximate 49o/o diversion rate.

This is a significant deviation from the RFP.

b. Revenue Sharing. The RFP called for a Revenue Share of energy regulatory
driven and materials revenues based upon overall revenues. Appendix K,2.4.

i. SRRT has modified the revenue share to be once SRRT receives its equity
return above that set forth in its base case financial model. None of this is
defined and does not permit any control by MIRA on behalf of its towns.

ii. The revenue share proposal is contrary to the RFP and is a significant
deviation.

c. Tip Fees. SRRT has not provided a firm, reasonable tip fee that will lock in for
30 years. SRRT has proposed terms where the tip fee will increase.

i. RFP requested a tip fee with assumptions to be reviewed by MIRA
ii. SRRT is claiming that the RFP did not require firm reasonable tip fees

ostensibly in advance of entering into an agreement.
iii. The RFP only allowed for tip fees to increase in the event of a cost of

living adjustment/CPl or a change in law.
iv. SRRT claims the RFP allows a much broader set of circumstances for tip

fee increases and relies upon "uncontrollable circumstances" for a way to
increase tip fees. This is a deviation from the RFP. Appendix K, 8.2 and
I 1.8 deal address what happens with an uncontrollable circumstance. This
even excuse performance and also could lead to termination of the
agreement. It does not provide an unfettered increase in the tip fees.

d. Additional Revenue to SRRT. SRRT proposes "Compensation Events" that
would permit an increase in the tip fee. The RFP does not specify any
compensation events that would permit the contractor to increase the tip fee.

These compensation events include events like construction of a new solid waste
facility by MIRA or the state in competition with the facility as well as certain
environmental, building structural, archaeological, natural resource conditions,
among other things. None of these events were included in the RFP and are a

substantial deviation from the RFP.
i. SRRT also claims that an offset should be built in to extend the agreement

or take revenue away from MIRA (and ultimately the Towns) in the event
MIRA has no revenues to pay for the increases due to the compensation
events.

e. Project Security - LOCs & Bonds.
i. The RFP specifically required arange of project security to insure

construction and operations, including a $3M LOC at contract signing to
last throughout as it may be needed to address a breach, a parental
gaaranty, construction performance and operations bonds. RFP, Appendix
K, 11.3 - 11.6 (& 10.1 regarding use of LOC).

ii. SRRT objects to these terms and asserts that such is not necessary as

SRRT will self perform.
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iii. Not only is SRRT's position wholly unacceptable, but is a substantial
deviation from the RFP.

f. Default & Termination
i. SRRT has proposed that in the event of default and termination that MIRA

pay atermination payment equal to 80% of the senior debt, among other
payments. None of this was in the RFP.

g. Host community fee to Hartford. RFP Appendix K2.2
i. SRRT took exception to this and made it contingent upon MIRA's

performance, including providing minimums of waste and recyclables or
otherwise making SRRT whole.

ii. SRRT's position is a substantial deviation to the RFP.

4, GENERAL DEVIATIONS
a. Timing for Negotiations. Section I.2 of the RFP Phase II says that "DEEP's

selection of a finalist will be conditional upon that finalist proceeding in good

faith negotiations to enter into an agreement with MIRA within six months of
section. If the parties should fail to reach an agreement, DEEP may select an

alternative finalist... or may decide to discontinue this RFP."

i. It has been over ayear with no movement by SRRT on essential terms;
instead the terms have gone farther away from the RFP.
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EXHIBIT B

MIRA SHORT FORM MOU FEBRUARY 2019

PAPER NOVEMBER 20



SHORT FORM MOU PROPOSED BY MIRA
2120l19

MIRA- SRRT Essential Terms

Term: 30 Years, potential for 2-5 year extensions (extensions TBD between MIRA and SRRT,

with MIRA having the sole right to decide) [RFP Phas e I passim; Phase II, p. 2l & definition of
o'Term", Q&4, July 13, 2017, Q. 15, RFP Phase II, Appendix K, 11.1]

The Proiect Facilities & Capacities: The Project consists of the following components:

. Waste-to-Energy Facility ("WTE Facility''): 2250TPD Acceptable MSW at85o/o annual

availability,698,063 TPY IRFP Phase I,P.7, Phase II, pp. lTeTl
. Recycling Facility: 100,000 TPY Acceptable Recyclables [RFP Phase ll,p.2l]
r d to-be-developed Mechanical and Biological Treatment ("MBT") Facility: Permitting

for a full size facility of 2,250 TPD, 600/0 Diversion to be achieved by 2024 IRFP Phase I,
pp. 6-7, Phase II, p. l7l

Public Ownershin and Grant of Access:

Throughout the term of the Comprehensive Development Agreement, the following terms shall apply:

a MIRA owns all sites and facilities comprising the Connecticut Solid Waste System ("CSWS')
(the WTE, Recycling Facility and transfer stations ('oExisting Facilities")). [RFP, Phase II, p. 25

& App.K, 3.01.

MIRA shall further maintain ownership of the modifications, improvements and expansions of
such facilities and the Mechanical and Biological Treatment Facilities ("MBT Facilities").
At all times, the Existing Facilities and MBT Facilities shall be considered 'opublic faeilities",
owned and operated on behalf of public sector interests. [RFP, Phase II, p. 25].

MIRA shall contract directly with Connecticut municipalities under municipal solid waste

agreements (MSAs) and private haulers ("hauler agreements") (collectively "MIRA Disposal
Contracts") and deliver Acceptable MSW and Acceptable Recyclables, which must be accepted

at the Facilities. [RFP Phase II, p. 26, App. K 1.2, 1.3 & 7 .3].

MIRA will seek to guarantee, through acquisition of MIRA Disposal Contracts, a minimum of
550,000 tons of solid waste deliveries to the WTE and 75,000 tons of single stream recycling

deliveries to the Recycling Facility. The guarantee is conditioned upon reaching satisfactory

terms in the CDA including but not limited to:
o Schedule of firm tip fees to be assessed by MIRA pursuant to the MIRA Disposal

Contracts, and renewals thereof throughout the term of the CDA, for each of the WTE,
Recycling and MBT Facilities.

o Tonnage committed to the project by each MIRA customer pursuant to the MIRA
Disposal Contracts;

o Term of each MIRA Disposal Contract.
o Limitation on risks that are to be passed along to MIRA and its customers in the CDA

that could influence the tip fee beyond changes in law' RFP

o Operating fee payable by MIRA to SRRT for each of the WTE, Recycling and MBT
Facilities as supported by the MIRA Disposal Contracts.

MIRA Disposal Contracts shall be structured by MIRA to provide adequate security to support

the waste guarantee.

a

o

a

a

o



. MIRA Disposal Contracts and CDA shall be structured to provide enforceable flow control of
solid waste and recyclables to the CSWS by MIRA.

o MIRA shall administer and enforce all terms and conditions of MIRA Disposal Contracts.
. Any waste delivered by MIRA shall receive most favored pricing and all MIRA delivered waste

shall receive priority and be accepted by SRRT prior to SRRT entering into any other contract
with any hauler or municipality.

o SRRT may acquire Acceptable MSW and Acceptable Recyclables not provided through MIRA
Disposal Contracts and MIRA will provide assistance if needed. [RFP Phase Il, p.26]

Proiect Development Period. Onerational Transition & Guaranteed In-Service Date:

MIRA shall operate the Existing Facilities from the effective date of the CDA up to the
Guaranteed In-Service Date ("the Development Period"), including making any necessary

arrangements for the transfer and disposal of materials, with the exception that SRRT shall be

responsible for the payment of costs, in excess of tip fees received by MIRA, for the diversion of
waste caused by SRRT facility modifications. [RFP, Phase II, pps. 8,25 &, Appendix K, 1.1).
(The Guaranteed In-Service Date" is the date the MBT begins operating, following completion of
Performance Guarantees. IRFP Phase II, p 8].

The parties acknowledge that unique milestone schedules are associated with development of the
WTE Facility, Recycling Facility and MBT Facility, and that such schedules are driven by the
age, utility and operating contract terms, permitting and economics of such facilities, and that to
meet the waste processing requirements of MIRA customers, MIRA will agree to establish
separate and distinct Guaranteed In-Service Dates for each such facility. [RFP Phase II, App. K,
1.11. First development priority shall be given to the WTE Facility and Recycling Facility.

o

o

a

During the Development Period, SRRT shall, at its sole cost and expense, subject to review and

approval by MIRA in each instance:
o Develop plans and specifications for the construction of improvements to the Existing

Facilities and the development of MBT Facilities. MIRA and SRRT jointly shall develop
technical standards and specifications, schedule milestones, and an appropriate design
and construction approval regime

o Develop, submit and secure all necessary environmental permits, reviews and approvals
necessary to undertake such construction, which are to be secured within 5 years after the
Contract Date IRFP Phase II, App. K. 5], subject to reasonable delays.

o Contribute equity and secure financing (e.g., bonds) to fund the CSWS redevelopment.

[RFP, Phase II, App. K, 3, 5]
o Develop, execute and administer construction contracts for the CSWS redevelopment.
o The WTE improvements are a priority and will be completed first. The Recycling

Facility may be improved at the same time as the WTE (recommended).

o Complete the CSWS redevelopment on or before the Guaranteed In-Service Dates for
each facility or within 5 years from the CDA contract date unless otherwise agreed to.

þassim, including., RFP Phase II, Appendix D, K, 7.11.

The Development Period for each facility will conclude upon the Guaranteed In-Service Date for
such facility. Upon the Guaranteed In-Service Date for each facility, SRRT shall be granted the

following rights, duties and obligations:
o WTE - Exclusive right to operate the WTE Facility subject to performance guarantees in

return for payment of an operating fee paid by MIRA which shall include payment of

o



debt/bonds for WTE, an appropriate return on SRRT Equity, among other items. [RFP,
Phase II, App. K, 2.61SRRT shall have the exclusive right to market and administer

disposal capacity not used by MIRA subject to MIRA deliveries having first priority.
MIRA shall receive a share of revenue derived from such excess disposal capacity.

o Recycling Facility - Exclusive right to operate the Recycling Facility subject to
performance guarantees in return for payment of an operating fee paid by MIRA which
shall include an appropriate return on SRRT Equity. MIRA is willing to negotiate an

earlier transition date prior to the Guaranteed In-Service Date and deliver operations as of
July 1, 2021 for the Recycling Facility. SRRT shall have the exclusive right to market

and administer disposal capacity not used by MIRA subject to MIRA deliveries having
first priority. SRRT shall have the exclusive right to sell recycled commodities derived
through operation of the Recycling Facility. MIRA shall receive a share of gross revenue

derived from such excess disposal capacity and recycled commodity sales.

o MBT Facilities - Exclusive right to operate the MBT Facilities subject to performance

guarantees in return for payment of an incremental operating fee paid by MIRA which
shall include an appropriate return on SRRT Equrty. SRRT shall have the exclusive right
to market and administer disposal capaclty not used by MIRA subject to MIRA deliveries

having first priority. SRRT shall have the exclusive right to sell recycled commodities

derived through operation of the MBT Facilities. MIRA shall receive a share of gross

revenue derived from such excess disposal capacity and recycled commodity sales.

Project Security - LOCs & Bonds. [RFP, Phase II, Appendix K, sec. 11]

o S3M LOC at contract signing that lasts for the contract duration'
o Parental Guaranty - for full construction cost of both facilities and upon the GIS, for one

year of operations & maintenance
o Construction Performance Bonds for each facility.
o Operations Bond for each facility

Default bv SRRT

In the event of a default by SRRT in its development of the Existing Facilities or MBT Facilities
on or before the Guaranteed In-Service Date, or its operation thereof after the Guaranteed In-
Service Date, neither the State of Connecticut, MIRA or any second party to MIRA Disposal

Contracts shall be or become liable for the payment of any debt service on bonds issued by SRRT

to finance its improvement and development of Existing Facilities and MBT Facilities. The only
lender recourse in the event of such a default shall be the assumption of SRRT development and

operating obligations (subject to further structuring and negotiation between SRRT's lender and

MIRA) in return for receipt of MIRA's pa¡rment of obligations under the CDA

Financine & Feasibilitv

o Firm, reasonable tip fees are required IRFP Phase II, pp. 38, 4gl for MIRA to secure MIRA
Disposal Contracts and are required for each of:

o WTE
o Recycling Facility
o MBT Facility

Financial forecasts and the contract terms and conditions underlying projected firm tip fees must

be developed in adequate detail for MIRA to secure the MIRA Disposal Contracts. MIRA will
require additional information and clarification to address deficiencies in the mass balance for the

a

o

a
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a
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a
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project, revenue and expense forecasts, optimal use of debt and equity, return on equity,
allocation of risk, structuring a net cost tip fee, defining the circumstances under which an agreed

firm tip fee schedule may change, adequately funding MIRA's operating budget. SRRT agrees to
respond timely and fully to MIRA requests for information concerning such forecasts and terms.

[RFP Phase II, pps. 38,42,49)

The CDA will include an initial base tip fee, with tip fees rising only (a) in accordance with
changes to CPI; and (b) upon the occulrence of a.Change in Law. Any tip fee increase due to a

Change in Law shall be proportionate to the MIRA provided waste and SRRT procured waste.

IRFP Phase II, App. K 11.10]

Tip Fees shall also include host community fees to the City of Hartford and the transfer stations.

[RFP Phase II, App. K 2.0].

SRRT shall provide the 100% financing through debt/equity for the refurbishment of the WTE,
the Recycling Facility and the development of the MBT. Payment of debt service, operating

expenses and other disbursement of project funds will be governed by a trustee subject to
approval of disbursements by MIRA.

MIRA desires to secure the most efficient and timely financing of these projects in the best

interest of the municipalities under contract with it. MIRA certainly is prepared and retains the
right to finance the improvements to the WTE and Recycling Facilities using its existing bonding
authority, secured by municipal commitments and a SCRF, as was contemplated in the RFP 1.1

(h) and l.8 (b). MIRA's bonding is separate from and outside of the State bonding cap.

MIRA reserves the right to terminate negotiations of a CDA and pursue its own refurbishment of
the WTE and Recycling Facility at any time MIRA concludes such action to be in the best

interest of the municipalities under contract with it. SRRT agrees it is proceeding at its own risk
and that it shall have no recourse against MIRA in the event of such a termination.
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+MIRA,S POSITIONS

tt l6ltS

t. MlqA's Authoritv to Supervise and Control the Construction. Operations and

Maintenance. When MIRA enters into a contract for the performance of any function,

those contracts must "enable the authority to retain overall supervision and control of

the business, design, operating, management, transportation, marketing, planning and

research and development functions to be carried out by [the contracting party]."

Conn. Gen. Stat. 522a-268, RFP, Phase ll, 1.8(d). This requirement must be

meaningfully satisfied in the term sheet, which determination is solely made by MIRA.

a. The Waste to Energy Facility, Recycling Facility and Mechanical/ Biological

Treatment ("MBT") Facility, shall have different construction, contracting,
permitting and development timelines and requirements. Costs and fees fór

each are to be set forth separately. RFP, Phase ll, Appendix B, Sec. 6 & Appendix

E.

Nature and Timing of Operations Transfer:

L. SRRT will assume management responsibilities for Acceptable

MSW and Acceptable Recyclables upon the Guaranteed ln-Service

Date for the applicable facility or after all facilities meet

Performance Guarantees. Priorto such assumption of
responsibilities, the facility or facilities shall be certified by MIRA's

independent engineer or as specified in other terms of
acceptance in the Comprehensive Development Agreement. RFP,

Phase ll, 1.8(d), ApPendix K, 1.1

2, MIRA will not entertain an earlier start time other than a potential

assignment of the existing operator contracts--NAES and/or
Republic Waste -- which MIRA and SRRT may negotiate'

b. ln the CDA, separate construction schedules and operational/maintenance
protocols will be specified for each of these facilities to address each of their

unique circumstances.

i, The CDA will require that improvements to the WTE will be addressed

first.
L. Scope of WTE facility improvements must be clear and approved

by MIRA, and will include air pollution control equipment (i.e., the
replacement of the baghouses) and any improvements specified

by MIRA's independent consultant (i.e., HDR)'



2. MIRA shall have oversight and approval rights over the

improvements and shall be permitted to influence changes, at no

cost to MIRA. MIRA's ability to influence the improvements as to
the WTE shall decrease as the design develops from 0-30-60-90%.

MIRA must have such rights to exercise its authority for changes

in construction or operation that it believes are in the best

interest of the municipalities and as the ultimate owner, Such

changes are to be at no cost to MIRA. (Note, e'g., RFP Phase ll,

Appendix K, sec. 7.4 requires Contractor to make all repairs and

replacements, at its own cost, recommended by MIRA's

independent inspecting engineers'

¡i. For each facility, the Comprehensive Development Agreement will

outline the financing, costs and expenses, revenue forecasts, MIRA's and

SRRT's respective roles and responsibitities.

t. Need to resolve default / termination if Diversion Technology is

not developed, doesn't work, fails to achieve the diversion rate or

is financially unsustainable'

¡i¡. The Comprehensive Development Agreement will refer to and include

multiple additional agreements (e.g., financing, construction and

operat¡on) all of which will be subject to approval and/or execution by

MIRA. These will require technical specifications, performance

guarantees, operations and maintenance, and a variety of schedules.

c. Granting Access to the CSWS.

l. once the MSAs expire (or during the term and prior to expiration),

MlRA,s expectat¡on is that it will enter into new agreements with

municipalities based upon the tip fee schedule, RFP, Phase ll, 1..2.; RFP,

July 13,2017 Q&As:#sL,4,\7. Alternatively MIRA may amend the

existing MSAs.

ii. MIRA's role is and will remain as the party which contracts directly with

municipalities and haulers for the delivery of MSW and single stream

recycling to the CSWS. RFP Phase ll, 1.8(e), Appendix F, July L3,2AI7

Q&As: # 4,37. MIRA will not agree to a role where it is the contracting

party in name only, without any authority to exerc¡se discretion and/or

influence the tip fee. MIRA must act in accordance with its statutory

mandate. MIRA will not agree to a role where it is simply a pass-through

entity without any controls, checks or balances.



iii. MIRA will directly administer and enforce all terms and conditions of its

existing and future municipal and hauler contracts and/or amendments.

RFP, July 13,20L7 Q&As: # 4,37.

iv, MIRA and SRRT will negotiate commitment requirements and

performance guarantees necessary for project viability.

v. MIRA will continue to directly operate the Transfer Stations and enforce its

existing contracts. RFP, Phase ll, 1.1(e); Appendix, Sec. 6. lf SRRT seeks to
undertake the operation of the Transfer Stations, such operation shall

occur under a separate agreement with MIRA'

2. Assurins a Reasonable Tip Fee Based upon operations. MIRA's statutes require MIRA

to set a reasonable tip fee and distribute surplus funds through a fair and equitable

redistribution to the municlpalities (conn' Gen' stat' 55 22a-258 ,22a-259,22a-262,22a-
265,22a-266(ax18) & (19), 22a-267(6) & 8)and 22a-268a\. RFP, July L3,20L7 Q&As:#s

L4, L7,37 (identifying that Contractor will be paid for services (including debt and a

return on Contractor's investment) by MIRA via tip fees and that those tip fees shall also

include MIRA's budget for contract administration, transfer stations, and support for

feedstock acq uisition).

a. MIRA and SRRT will negotiate a project forecast of revenues and expenses

developed consistent with the economic principles and terms defined in existing

Municipal Service Agreements. Any deviation from such terms will be subject to

agreement among MIRA, its contracted customers and SRRT. Revisions will be

required to, e.g., the MSAs, to provide a return on investment to SRRT,

imposition of transportation surcharges and recycling tip fees proposed by SRRT,

among other costs to be identified and agreed to. The forecast will produce a

schedule of firm tip fees to be included in SRRT and MIRA contracts to construct,

operate and use the applicable facilities. RFP, Phase ll, Appendix K,2.L,2.5,2.6,

2.7. MIRA will thereafter pay SRRT. RFP, July 13, 2017 Q&As: #14 "The

Contractor will be paid for services by MIRA via the Acceptable... Tip Fees,"

i. Tip fee schedules are to reflect the operation costs for the transfer

stat¡ons and the WTE, the Recycling Facility and the MBT Facility, with

each facility and each component thereof identified' RFP, Phase ll,

Appendix E.

1. A tip fee will be established that is phased once each facility

achieves its Guaranteed ln-service date or after each facility
meets its Performance Guarantees as may be more fully
established in the CDA.



¡¡. MIRA will charge the agreed schedule of firm tip fees to ¡ts customers

¡i¡. Since this tip fee schedule reflects a tip fee based on a forecast, it will be

subject to a periodic true up process to be negotiated between MIRA and

SRRT thereby ensuring consistency with MIRA's statutory authority to
redistribute surplus funds to municipalities.

iv. MIRA will pay SRRT its actual cost to operate and maintain the Waste to
Energy Facility through MIRA's tip fee and energy sales revenue, plus a

return. To insure that the actual costs are covered, the parties can
proceed based on an agreed forecast, subject to the periodic true up
process. RFP, July L3,2OL7 Q&As: # 14.

b. The MBT Facility Technology is considered "Non Disposal Fee Revenue" pursuant

to the Municipal Service Agreements.

i. Since SRRT has stated its MBT Facility is not self-sufficient, a defined and

transparent subsidy will be required in the tip fee to be paid by MIRA

customers. This subsidy will be subject to i) agreement of the
municipalities, ii) periodic true up, and iii) financial upside protection.
The subsidy will be passed through MIRA to SRRT in the cost to operate
and maintain the Waste to Energy Facility but the subsidy shall not be

included in the WTE tip fee until the MBT Facility achieves its Guaranteed
ln-Service Date.

i¡. The financing of this project must be designed to protect the core CSWS

infrastructure (Waste to Energy Facility and Transfer Stations) from the
risk of financial failure of the M BT Facility and without passing on such

risk of failure to the municipalities.

c, MIRA's Budgeting Process and the tip fee shall also be assessed for reasonability
based upon:

i. The project forecast of revenues and expenses to be negotiated is to
include MIRA's administrative expense budget allocation to the CSWS.

i¡. MIRA will further analyze SRRT operating expenses to ensure they do not
duplicate items included in MIRA's budget.

iii. After the Guaranteed ln-Service Date, MIRA's administrative budget, at a
minimum, includes contract administration and support for feedstock
acquisition. RFP, July 13,2OL7 Q&As: #37.

Note that the RFP did not contemplate that all existing or future
revenues from other sources (which is Non Disposal Fee Revenue,

e.9., energy) are turned over to the contractor. MIRA shall control

IV



the disposition of these revenues, which are used to subsidize the
tip fees and provide the underwriting for the MBT Facility, MIRA's

costs, and risks, among other expenses.

3. Distributins Surplus Funds to Municipalities. (Conn, Gen. Stat. I 22a-259,22a-262,22a-
266(aX18) & (19), 22a-267(61& 8) and 22a-268a1.

a. A stand-alone indenture of trust will govern Waste to Energy Facility pledged

revenue with all payments subject to MIRA approval including disbursement of
surplus funds.

b. MIRA and SRRT will negotiate the composition of pledged revenue and

payments. RFP, July t3,2OL7 Q&As: #s 14 & 17.

c. The operational costs shall be controlled, allocated and managed suih that
surplus revenues may be generated to proportionately benefit the Towns. Each

facility will be budgeted and accounted for as a standalone facility (WTE,

Diversion and Recycling) recognizing that the WTE revenues may be needed to

offset and subsidize operational losses associated with diversion and/or
recycling.

NOTE - REVENUE SHARE AND RATE OF RETURN IS ADDRESSED BY ALLOWING

RETURN IN THE WTE AND A PASS THROUGH SUBSIDY OF DIVERSION

TECHNOLOGY WITH FINANCIAL UPSIDE PROTECTION.

d, Any surplus funds are returned to the municipalities at MIRA's direction.

4. A "reasonable tip fee" is determined bv MIRA under C.G.S.$$ 22a-258. 22a-259 and 22a-

265.

a. Cost allocation. All development and operation and maintenance costs not

borne by the municipalities in the MSAs (now or as amended to reflect the new

tip fee schedule) shall be contractor costs unless otherwise agreed to by MIRA in

the CDA.

b. Maintaining Enforceable Flow Control: RFP, July 13, 2017 Q&As:# 4

L The CDA should include provisions on flow control, as MIRA maintains

that enforceable flow control is essential for the subsidy of the MBT

Facility, funding of additional debt and other additional expenses, As a

result, an above market tip fee is expected.
1. An above market t¡p fee absent flow control will ensure project

failure.



i¡. MIRA and SRRT will review and negotiate additional steps that may be

necessary for flow control,

5. Risk Trinsfer. SRRT shall bear much (and in certain instances, all) of the
preconstruction, construction and operation risks as per the RFP and consistent with the

nature of development and operation of the WTE, MBT Facility and Recycling Facility

contemplated herein. The highest degree of risk transfer to SRRT shall be with respect

to the MBT Facility. MIRA and SRRT in the CDA shall clearly identify and allocate who

bears the risks, how those risks are managed and the effect on tipping fees. MIRA will

retain the ability to modify the tip fees such that its risks are managed.

i. Pre-Construction - Full SRRT risk
L Due Dif igence risks - environmental, permitting, flora, fauna,

hazardous building materials, archaeological, historical, cultural,
environmental justice.

2, MBT Facility
a. Permitting Delays for MBT

i¡. Construction - FuIISRRT risk
1. Risk in cost of materials, delays, etc.

2. Design Deficiency
3. Construction time delaY

4. Diversion of waste from WTE

5. Risk of WTE failure
6. Unproven (MBT) TechnologY

7. Quality

¡¡i. Operating - Full SRRT risk (absent certain circumstances, e.9., change in

law during operations)
1. Costs

2, Safety
3. Risk of WTE failure or interruption in operations
4. Demand Risk

5. Risk of MBT Facility not working
6. Risk of MBT Facility not achieving the diversion goal

iv. Ma¡ntenance - FuIISRRT risk. Note in RFP, Phase ll, Appendix K, Sec. 7.4,

Contractor - at its own expense - is to perform all maintenance and

repair of all Facilities utilized by Contractor, including those

recommended by MIRA's independent inspecting engineers

1. RevenueavailabilitY
2. Guarantees
3. Facility condition at time of contract expiration



v. Performance of System - WTE, potentially a MIRA risk under certain

conditions, MBT - fully a SRRT risk.

vi. Credit finance - This risk is solely on SRRT.

L. Change/downgrade in credit ratings of the state or "materialMSA
counterparty" shall not be a MIRA risk.

vii. Change in tax laws - This risk is solely on SRRT.

viii. Other risks to be negotiated in the CDA:

1. Force Majeure
2. lnflation
3. Revenue/Demand Risk

4. Low operating productivity
5. Third Parties

ix. Change in Law - MIRA/MSAs

x. Another waste facility (volume reduction, recycling, other) constructed or

operated by MIRA or any other governmental entity in the State. This

risk would be alleviated under the MIRA proposed structure.

b. lt should be noted that the constraints placed on MIRA in the SRRT term sheet,

e.g., an inability to modify the tip fee absent SRRIs approval and management

of amounts due from MIRA, which will lead to an automatic extens¡on of the

term as presently propoSed, ls not acceptable and, as structured, runs afoul of
MIRA statutory obligations set forth herein and in C.G.S. I22a-22L regarding

contracting limitations on municipalities.

c. MIRA is willing to assume risk and provide guarantees around payments to the
private sector, which should reduce the cost of finance and minimize risk to
SRRT. MIRA's risk will be mitigated by MIRA's ability to modify the tip fee.

d, Financial Risk & Certaintv. RFP, Phase ll, 1.8(b), Appendix C.

¡. SRRT must fully define its project financing and milestones to MIRA's

satisfaction cons¡stent with this outline as part of the term sheet and

Com prehensive Development Agreement negotiations.

¡¡. Type of financing / sources & uses of funds - loans or bonds (taxable / tax

exempt) and associated authority and approvals.



t. lnitial Financing versus subsequent financing - conditions,

conditions precedent, excuses.

2. Anticipated series and amounts including interest rates and debt

service payments.

3. Finance costs?

4. Allocation of debt and equity among the WTE, diversion

technology and recycling facility.

ii¡. Pledged revenues, step in rights and disbursement controls for the "initial
financing" and subsequent financing and/or bond series.

iv. Relative percentages between Sacyr and Rooney? RFP, Phase l, Q. 99,

Phase ll, Appendix B, Sec. 3.

L. Recourse to the shareholders ofsacyr or Rooney in the event of
construct¡on cost increases.

2, Recourse in the event of project default.

3. Relationship and distribution between partners/ Risk differential.

e. Remedies // Events of Default // Termination' e.9., in the event of MBT Facilty

Failure, Market Changes in Materials and Energy Pricing, Failures to comply with

CDA, bankruptcy, etc. Further negotiation will be required based upon terms set

forth in CDA and risk allocation.

i. Performance Guarantees, Security, e.g., Performance & Operations

Bonds, Parental Guarantees. RFP, Appendix K, Secs.8-11. Further

negotiation is required.
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